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Chapter 1 : book baby shower (and free printables!)
The Elephant Alphabet Book on blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Alphabet elephants catch
caterpillars, sings songs and hold handbags! Peek inside and introduce a child to this whimsical world of ABCs.

Seuss starring two anthropomorphic yellow dogs named Icabod and Izzy as they journey through the alphabet
and meet characters that begin with each letter. In the Living Books version they appear on every page and
they find out more things that also begin with each letter. Also side that they find out what the main characters
are about such as what they like to do what are their names, interest and fun hobbies. Once upon a time, in a
far away land. Now in this scene He is looking at The letter "A" while standing on orange grass, Izzy from
page 2 then appears but she is looking at little "A". Izzy has been rotated faced up, and then "A" and "a" are
joined in a yellow background. A" in the video they are not orange, but black instead. On page 6, Icabod it
standing on the floor and not on the small hill like in the book, He is now looking at the big letter "B", Izzy is
pointing at the lowercase "b" and then the capital "B" and lowercase "b" are joined together in a blue
background. Bubbles appear next to the boy blowing them with a pipe. The bumblebee points straight vertical.
On page 11 the scene is upside down showing the camel. Then it flips right side up as it reveals that the camel
is standing on a ceiling. Icabod and Izzy are standing close in the middle under the camel, but they were
standing to the left in the book. The rest of the scenery has been drawn and painted in. The words from the
book "C C" appear over the camel. On page 13 of the video of the book, capital "D" and lowercase "d" are
together in a blue background. The dream bubble is drawn differently. Page 14 on the video of the book, a
review of the letters A, B, C, D appear from the book but are taken away as the red "E.. His hair was black,
nose drawn different and eyelashes are longer and his ear is drawn differently. The elephant you see in the
video does not happen to be Horton but in the Living Books version the elephant is revealed to be a female
and her name is revealed to be Ethel. The Bird named Emily with a golden egg remains the same as in the
book. Big F and little f are in a green background but then they push back and dissapear as the narrator said
"F" 3 times on page 17 of the video of the book. The Fiffer-feffer-feff is standing on a drawn green hill.
Another review of the alphabet happens again on page of the video of the book but, G comes pushing
A,,B,C,D,E, and F out the way. The girl whose name reveals to be Greta in the living books version" is 6
paces away from her pet goat whose name is also revealed to be Gus in the living books version. In the H
section, in the book page of the video of the book, the Horse was looking at the hay while eating it but in the
video he was looking at the viewers while eating hay. Big H and little h are in a blue background. The
background has been changed a bit with the white on top and blue in the middle and white again at the bottom.
The horses backside and legs were drawn and painted in the scene due to being cut from the page. You will
notice that it has been cut from the page. Its been drawn and painted in but it appears shorter than the other.
His left ear was also colored and drawn in too. The text "Hooray Hooray! The capital letter "I" appears over
Izzy. Icabod has been slightly moved down a little bit and Izzy has been moved 3 paces down on this page.
Big "J" and little "j" appear together in a yellow background on page 24 of the video of this book then shows
Jerry Jordan making Strawberry Jam in his Jelly jar. Big "K" and little "k" appear together in a green
background on page , the kitten and the kangaroo are both standing on the white floor in the video but in the
book they were standing on the green floor. You will also notice that the kitten is 6 paces away from the
kangaroo. The tea kettle the is in mid air and is face up vertical in the video but horizontal in the book and you
will see a leg of a man as if the leg kicked the kettle, then the the kettle flies up out the scenery in this video.
Big "L" and little "l" appear together in a orange background from page 28 of the texts. Big "M" and Little
"m" appear together in a blue background from page On page 31 in the video the second mouse named
Minerva has been copied on the scenery to replace the mouse named Mike that was directing the other 5
mouses who also had his eyes open in the book. The fourth mouse named Mario was copied to replace the
fifth mouse named Mary that was in the book where her face was only seen and not the body, and the normal
version of them can be seen in the powerpoint version and the book. The yellow moon appears from the hill
after the narrator "Marian"said "in the moonlight" as the moon comes it stops and stays behind the third tree a
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little bit. The mice were also moved up closer and none of the mice appear to be directing in this scene like
Mike was in the book. Big "N" and little "n" appear together in a yellow background on pages , Nine bear like
creatures are seen wearing new neck ties, a bear like creature wearing a night shirt and the only thing that is
different in this video from the book is that a new face was drawn for Norman with a long nose. Norman who
has a long nose in the book only his front face was shown and not the head. Only the big letter capital "O" is
shown over the ostrich named Otis in the Living books version and the owl on page 29 of the video of this
book. Oscar is a green animal seen only in the living books version. On page in the video, the letter A. Icabod
and Izzy and the big blue letter "P" are in page 36 standing on the black grass in the video moved from page
37 of the book. You will also notice that his right hand was missing and also, Icabod in the video was happy
instead of shocked. The Police man and Papa do not appear at the same time in the video like in the book. Big
"Q" and little "q" appear together in a blue background in page 41 of the video of the book. The quick queen
of Quincy and her pet quackaroo duck-like animal appear to be walking on the white floor and the background
of the book is now a wall in the video. The editors did this for Rupert to fit in the video. Big "S" and little "s"
appear together on a blue background. In this video, you will see Sammy Slick at the table and his face is
normal and 5 more soda glasses appear on the table. Notice that the 4th soda has been copied to replace the 6th
soda glass that was cut from page 45 in the video of this book. Big "T" and little "t" are in a orange
background together on page 46 and then the two letters come close as the narrator repeats "T" again. In the
book the tree with the ten tired turtles was closer in page 47, but in the video the tree is farther and the bottom
of the tree remained to be cut on the bottom in the video as it was in the book. Big "U" and little "u" are also in
a yellow background together on page In the video Uncle Ubb is standing on the white floor and the yellow
background from the book is now a wall. The camera is pointed at the umbrella then Uncle Ubb Big "V" and
little "v" appear together in a pink background. Icabod and Izzy are more closer to Vera Violet Vinn standing
to the left in the video, but in the book they are far from her and standing to the right on page On page ,of the
video of the book Willy Waterloo is one step closer to the blue wall behind him. The drops of water are shifted
to the right from Waldo Woo. The capital X is in a yellow background. The background appears to be a wall
now with the white background behind it. The ax is seen in mid air by itself then Xavier the Fox appears to be
holding it. Notice the fox is standing on the white floor on page 55 if the video of the book. Big Y and little y
appear together on a orange background. On page of the video of the book, some hair has been erased from the
giant yawning yak. His ears are drawn differently and his mouth has been edited a bit. Page 58 is used and the
letters from page 59 were taken and put into the speech bubbles, but the letters appear one by one as the
narrators talking the alphabet. Page 60 and 61 of the video of the book was inverted the blue speech bubble
was now painted white while the outside of it was painted from yellow to blue. The letter capital Z that grew is
now painted light pink from magenta then lowercase z comes joining big Z. On page 62 and 63 of the video of
this book, Icabod and Izzy are shifted to the left a few paces from the Zizzer-Zazzer-Zuzz. The backing pages
of this book are now in the video as you will see Icabod and Izzy in the scene with all the lowercase and
capital letters then as Colin and Angelique sings the ABC Song again the big capital letters appear from A to Z
after they get through singing, all the small capital and lowercase letters began to disappear as the episode of
this book on video comes to an end.
Chapter 2 : The Elephant Alphabet Book by Gene Yates
Two books in one! What fun! This Animal Pal Flipbook offers The Elephant Alphabet Bookon one side and The Giraffe
Numbers Book on the other. Both books offer your child the opportunity to learn about letters and numbers with two
lovable characters guiding them the entire way.

Chapter 3 : Vintage Alphabet Book | eBay
The Elephant Alphabet Book [Gene Yates] on blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. a b c' s
alphabets adorable board book with elephant letter. Bendable elephants give children a fun way to learn all about their
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ABCs.

Chapter 4 : ___ elephant (alphabet book page) | Crossword Clue Solver
Get this from a library! The elephant alphabet book. [Gene Yates] -- Illustrations of elephants who are contorted into the
shapes of the letters of the alphabet accompanied by text with various words which begin with the illustrated letter.

Chapter 5 : Preschool Alphabet Book: Uppercase Letter E | From ABCs to ACTs
Written and Illustrated by: Gene Yates Read by: Momma Davison Please LIKE and SUBSCRIBE for more!!

Chapter 6 : ___ elephant (alphabet book page) crossword clue
About The Alphabet Book. A classic alphabet book by P. D. Eastman joins Are You My Mother? and Go,
blog.quintoapp.com! in Dr. Seuss's Bright & Early Book series. This easy-to-read romp through the alphabet by P. D.
Eastmanâ€”author-illustrator of Are You My Mother? and Go, Dog.

Chapter 7 : AlphaPets - Wikipedia
Moving right along in our alphabet book, the uppercase letter E was a fun one to create.. With its long trunk and floppy
ear, this adorable little elephant craft is a super simple one to make and the perfect craft to start practicing your child's
scissor skills with if you haven't already.

Chapter 8 : E for Elephant Craft with Printable Template - Artsy Craftsy Mom
Elephant - Alphabet Letter E - Drawing Learn Colors for kids Coloring book, glitter coloring, how to draw, colorscoloring,
drawing, glitter, draw, for girls, Drawing Video.

Chapter 9 : The Alphabet Book by P.D. Eastman | blog.quintoapp.com
Another edition to the Animal Alphabet Letter of the Week E is for Elephant craft with lots of fine motor and creativity
mixed in. Animal Alphabet book as.
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